
Karl Mörtberg
Technical Level Designer

Portfolio:  https://karlmortberg.com/    
E-mail:  karl.mortberg@gmail.com  

Phone: +46761451461

Skills

Programming Languages: Unreal Visual Blueprints, C#, Subsumption
Software: Unreal Engine, Unity, Lumberyard, Autodesk Maya, Adobe Photoshop/Premiere, Audacity

Experience

Cloud Imperium Games, Level Designer | September 2020 – October 2022

 

- Level Designer on the story driven, single player, epic sci-fi adventure Squadron 42 set in the Star Citizen universe. 
Currently under strict NDA.
- Ownership of three levels in the game ranging from ~20 to 60+ minutes of gameplay each in scale.
- Whiteboxing levels to fit a storyboard under direction of my lead, design director and the creative vision of the CCO.
- Scripting triggers and events setting up full level flow in each level taking them from whitebox to playable. 
- Scripting voice lines, conversations, cinematic triggers, event timings, spawning, encounters, NPCs, AI, splines Etc.
- Scripting large scale space battles and smaller dogfights relying more on hand-crafted events than AI.
- Refactoring scripts of some older levels bringing them back to a playable standard.
- Designed and scripted fail state system prototype for use across the game checking player failures and consequences.
- Working alongside the cinematics team providing a link between the cinematics, scripting and gameplay. Assisted with
setup, design and performance issues.
- Being the guy who get a Jira assigned for some bug in some level somewhere nobody is working and set to fixing it.

Neat Corporation, Game Designer | January 2020 – August 2020

- Internship working closely with the team in Unity assisting with level design of the first island in Garden of the Sea 
and prototyping quests while learning from a mentor.
- Quest Design and Level Design for Garden of the Sea.
- Level Design for an unreleased Budget Cuts 2 level. 

Education

Game design programme at Future Games advanced vocational education.

-Worked on multiple student projects as a Technical Designer handling multiple roles in each project.
-Scripting, Level Design, Game Design, Audio Design, Lighting.

Bachelor programme in computer game development at Stockholm University.

-Highly academic education with a focus on getting introduced to programming in Java, the internal workings 
of computer systems, databases and introduction to game engines, 3D software and animation.
-Worked on multiple smaller student projects in the roles of Programmer/3D Prop Artist/Level Designer/Audio.
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